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2nd Corinthians 5:10,  "For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ, that each one 
may receive the things done in the body, according to what he has done, whether good or bad." 

VERSE  1
Like moths to a hot flame,  eyes often go to a cold screen.  The
world around not seen,  as hypnotic trance sets in,  forgetting that the
.

   CHORUS  1
.... hours of our Life  seem quite LONG when we decide  to
waste our Limited Time on Earth watching pictures that are ghost-like: NOT REAL.
Why do we waste our Life,  our eyes drawn like moths  to un-real screens?
Why waste Limited Time on Earth before we face God and tell what we did?

.

VERSE  2
When will we ever  learn:  Hours of  Life can NOT  be earned.  Once they're
gone, they're gone  NEVER AGAIN  our to use Lost Time.  We forget that the
.

   repeat   CHORUS  1
.

VERSE  3
LORD,  help me to be wise,  using all hours of my Life.  Help me
NOT to waste these hours You gave.  Help me use them well each day, to remember:  The
.

   CHORUS  2
.... hours of my Life  seem quite LONG when I decide  to
waste my Limited Time on Earth watching pictures that are ghost-like: NOT REAL.
Why do I waste our Life,  my eyes drawn like moths  to un-real screens?
Why waste Limited Time on Earth before  I  face God and tell what I did?

.

VERSE  4
So many things draw me  from the goals God planned for me,  that would
give much Joy if I would just open my eyes  to see,  and remember:  The
.

   repeat   CHORUS  2
.

Song Story.  Lyrics written while waiting a long time in a doctor's office.  The TV screen near the ceiling 
kept running ads for the office but I noticed: Almost everyone's eyes were drawn to the boring loop 
watching the same scenes over and over... as if  self-hypnotized to avoid thinking of Reality.
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